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Spelling Bee 
By Maddie Moyle and Skylar McNulty  
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January 12, 2013, any ordinary Thursday, right? 
Wrong! On this day, at 2:00 pm, in the Cougar 
Run Elementary gym 18 4th-6th graders filled 

took place that day, was the annual Spelling 
Bee. Before the kids have to spell their name in 
front of 250 people, they have to take a written 
spelling test. The top six kids from each grade 
get the opportunity to enter the school Spelling 
Bee and the winner gets to go to the Douglas 
County District Spelling Bee. 

 
At the Bee, spellers, Riley and Sophia, were both nervous and enjoyed being in the 
Bee at the same time. Obviously, they were nervous because both of them thought the 
words they missed were quite easy for them to spell. During the Bee, every speller 
looked nervous as well as excited to be there. They went through a lot of work to get 
there, so they should be excited. All of the spellers in this Bee worked and worked 
taking a spelling test, then doing the school competition. One of them even got to go 
to the District Bee. There was also a runner up for that winner, in case they were sick 
or something happened to them. The winner this year was 4th grader Evan 
Tzimapitis. The runner up was Grant Banker. It seems like the 4th graders dominated 
this year. Who will win the Bee next year? 
 
Evan Tzimapitis, the winner of the school Spelling Bee, told us that he was scared 

we asked Evan what the scariest part of the Bees were, he replied that there was such 
a big crowd to talk in front of. Evan thought that the district Bee had harder words 
than the school Bee, and he also seemed to be the youngest speller there. Later we 

fun experience. 
 

If you like spelling, talking in front of crowds, and a good competition, then the 

practicing your spelling words. Who will win it all next year? Will it be you? 

http://www.ckpd.com/
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It is Friday afternoon.  You 

echoing through the hallway.  
Whoever's name is announced 
next will be in the Positive 
Behavior Support (PBS) 
celebration.  You are crossing 
your fingers hoping the next 
name you hear is yours... 
 

behavior management system.  
It highlights the importance 
of students being respectful, 
responsible and safe.  These 
are the three golden rules.  Students that represent these traits have opportunities to 
get recognized in several ways.  One way is through the Circle of Pride. Another way 
is through the Cougar Pack. These programs are like student of the week. Together 
they make up what Cougar Run calls PBS. 
 

It is for all of the Circle of Pride recipients.  If you are in the Circle of Pride you have 
exceeded the expectations of being respectful, responsible, and safe in all you do and 
say. 
 
Once the Circle of Pride students from each class are announced, an even bigger 
award goes to two of them.  These students are now in Cougar Pack.  These students 
are the best of the best, going above and beyond 100% of the time every day, in and 
out of school. 
 
During assembly there is a guest speaker.  Usually it is an important person from our 
community like a former student or a police officer. They talk  about what it means 
to be respectful, responsible, and safe in the community.  They also talk about their 
journeys and responsibilities at home and in life. 
 

it?  When sixth grader Maddie Moyle was asked if she thinks it benefits our school, 

 
 
It is clear that P.B.S benefits our school in many different ways.  Both the students 
and faculty agree that having P.B.S makes our school a better place to work and 
learn! 

- Cougar Run Style! (PBS) 
By Taryn Dragseth, Sophia Shepherd, and Sidney Smith 
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Wrapping Up the Battles 
By Kelsey Newman  

The 2012-2013 season of Battle of the Books has come to an end after a lot of training 
and commitment.  This year Battle of the Books had another great season, lead by the 
fantastic coaches Amy Moyle and Wendy Jo Woody. 
 
Both teams made it to the end of season tournament, the 3rd and 4th grade team 
making it to the quarterfinals, losing to Coyote Creek. The 5th and 6th grade team 
made it all the way to the semi-finals, losing to Heritage. 
 
I sat down with Mrs. Moyle, the coach of the 5th and 6th grade team, to ask her some 
questions about Battle of the Books. 
         
        

 
         
        
Mrs. Moyle responded.   
 
Cougar Run is still yet to win a trophy, but with our fabulous coaches and promising 
2nd, 3rd, 4th, and 5th graders, there is definitely hope for hardware. 
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By Cassie Becker and Emily F ish  

This years Fun Run looks to be a lot 
of fun. With Radio Disney coming in 
the morning and students running all 
day afterwards. 
 
This year, Cougar Run has set a goal 
to raise $100,000. If every student can raise 1,000 dollars, we will reach our goal in 
no time at all, but if everyone in that class can raise $5, they will get a pizza party or 
a donut party. 
 
We asked 5th grade math teacher, Mrs. Dell, about the Fun Run. When we asked her 
how excited she was about the Fun Run, she answered with an very enthusiastic, 

said that she is going to be a cheerleader. After we asked her about that, we asked 

helped train the runners, form the 5th grade committees, and bought headband  

 
 
Last year the 5th graders won for the most creative with their neon green headbands, 
but this year everyone is trying to win. 
  

Dance Fridays 
By Ryan Cote  

Have you you ever wanted to be an 
awesome breakdancer? At Cougar Run 
Elementary, we have a program to get 
kids active for a few minutes every Friday 
morning.  Dance Fridays are about kids 
having fun dancing around to the music. 
A lot of kids like to request songs to our 
assistant principal, Mrs. Mauloff. Some of 
these songs are; Gangnam Style, Party in The U.S.A , Call Me Maybe, I Knew You 
Were Trouble, and even, Party Rock Anthem. Even though we only get to dance 

week of working hard. 
 
I asked some of the teachers if they like to dance and if they do. Several teachers said 
they love to dance and have a lot of fun listening to the different kinds of music. I 
also asked some kids how they like it they said it is really entertaining, it a fun way 
to get the wiggles out, and to make the day start great.  I can tell this is going to be an 
awesome year with a dance party every Friday! 

http://www.warriorsyouthsports.com/
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Science Club 
By Aiden Cermak and Nolan Marold  

Do you know what science club is? In science club kids participate in fun science 
activities and conduct experiments. Science club is set up by Mrs. Barr and Mrs. 
Rendon. Students in grades Kindergarten through 6th grade can participate.  Science 
club meets once a month before school throughout the month of January in Mrs. 

Education (PIE) group. 
 
The purpose of science club is for students to have fun while learning about science. 

the science fair. Some of the experiments the kids have conducted include: making ice 
cream, chemical reactions, and dropping eggs of the roof of the school. Some of the 
equipment includes: baking soda, vinegar, bubble rap, and cotton balls. 
 

 
 

 

http://www.swimlabs.com/
http://www.uhc.com/
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Muffins with Magnificent Mom 
By Sophia Abeyta  

Have you ever heard of Muffins with Mom? A school event in the morning of 

students can enjoy a muffin and a school activity together.Cougar Run does this so 
parents can meet other parents and students can meet other students. Muffins with 
mom is organized by our P.I.E group. I talked to a few people about this event. 
They really like muffins with Moms. 
 

 
 
Another person I had talked to was Asa, a student that attends Cougar Run. He 

 
 
This is truly a great event and we hope there will be more and more people come 
each year! You can help by coming to Muffins with Mom!!!! 

http://www.warriorsyouthsports.com/
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22 + 500/55 = ? 
By Matthew Becker  

Was the last math problem you 
solved too easy?   
Well if you answered yes, 
 
Cougar Run hosts an 
enrichment program called 
Math Olympiads on Tuesdays 
at 7:45am from November to 
March.  Math Olympiads is a 
fun opportunity to stretch your 
math problem solving skills.  
Mrs. Dell and Mrs. Tomlin 
coach Math Olympiads.  There 
are 24 students in grades 4-6 
grade who enjoy working with 
these teachers and building  
their math skills. 
 
If you are in Math Olympiads, you take a test  called a contest once a month.  
These tests contain five challenging problems and everyone takes the same 

students with the highest scores get to be on the Cougar Run Math Olympiads 
team that competes against other schools in the district.  Not only do the 
students enjoy it, but teachers Mrs. Dell and Mrs. Tomlin enjoy it too.  Mrs. 
Dell says that the part she loves the most is seeing the challenge that the 
problems bring to the students and watching them solve them in a variety of 
different ways. 
 
Math Olympiads is a fun enrichment opportunity for students to stretch their 
math skills and have fun at the same time. 

http://www.sharkeyscutsforkids.com/highlandsranch
http://www.douglascountyfairandrodeo.com/
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Mathematicians Stretch Their Minds 
By Abby Barnes and Kate Bleyle  

Are you one of those people that loves to work advanced math problems outside of 

organization for students in fourth through sixth grades. Math Olympiads met at 
Cougar Run on Tuesday mornings, at 7:45 am from October through April. 
 

math group. While there, the kids learn how to solve advanced problems, and they 
sometimes take contests. The contests the kids take are like math quizzes, which the 
students try to answer in a certain amount of time. Later, the scores of these tests 
determined the kids that went on to the district team. These students went to compete 
against both Fox Creek and Lone Tree Elementary. The contest took place on Friday, 
April 5th at Lone Tree Elementary. 
 
During the feeder area competition, the Cougar Run team tied against the Lone Tree 

members that competed at Lone Tree Elementary agreed that the competition was a 

Math Olympiads was a wonderful experience for everyone involved. 
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Flying High 
By Matthew Becker  

On December 6th, 2012, an organization called Hawk 
Quest came into the fourth grade classrooms at Cougar 
Run.  With them, they brought three birds; an owl, a 
falcon, and a Bald Eagle.  Thought the Hawk Quest 
presentation, students learned interesting facts about the 
birds of prey. 
 
The first bird they brought in was an owl.  An instructor 
showed the students some features on the owl, while a handler held the bird.  One 
thing that made the fourth graders laugh was when the owl pooped.  The instructor 

 
 
The next bird the team brought in was a falcon. This falcon had a brown mask that 
went over his whole head.  The mask kept the bird calm. When they took this off, 
they did some tricks with the bird.  One of the tricks the team did with the falcon was 
letting it fly across the room.   What they did was have a handler hold the falcon and 

instructor. 
 
The last bird the team brought in was a Bald Eagle.  She too had a brown mask that 
went over her entire head.  When the handler took it off, all the students saw the 

 
 
Fourth grade teacher, Mrs. Dipasquale, said she enjoyed it a 
lot and thought it was very informative.   Fourth grader 
Reese enjoyed seeing the Bald Eagle up close.  Sophia 
commented that she liked seeing the real birds and learning 
about them.  Thanks to Ms. Gentry arranging the 
presentation,  fourth graders were able to see birds up close 
and learn interesting things through Hawk Quest. 
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Cougar Run Geography Bee 
By Lindsay Harriman and Monica Stapen 

Do you know what the capital of Arkansas is? I bet the kids in the Geography Bee 
did! 
 
Cougar Run Elementary has a Geography Bee that takes place in the gym every year! 
Students in grades 4 through 6 get to enter. Each classroom has a mini Bee to decide 
which student will represent their class in the Bee. After the representative is chosen, 
they have to study hard before the Bee. 
 
This year the Cougar Run Geography Bee was held on January 17th in the gym.  One 
representative from each 4-6th grade classroom participated.  Representatives sat up 
front alphabetically and answered a Geography question when it was their turn.  
Some questions were individual and some were given to the whole group.  The 
competition was double elimination which meant that students were eliminated from 
the Bee after they answered two questions incorrectly.  Mrs. Moyle read the 
questions to students and Mrs. Gammie, Mrs. Dell, and Mrs. Benge were judges for 
the competition. 
 

from fourth, fifth, and sixth grades, but once I answered the first question, it was not 
 

 

Run Bee, he took a written test to try to qualify to participate in the state Bee. I hope 
this will encourage you to try to get into the Geography Bee next year. 

http://www.therouxorthodontics.com/
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Delicious Treat 
By Aiden Cermak and Nolan Marold 

Once or twice a month after school at Cougar 
Run, kids can enjoy a delicious popcorn treat. 
The PIE (partners in education) organization 
has a popcorn machine to make popcorn. On 
various Friday afternoons throughout the year, 
volunteer parents come in to make the popcorn 
and stuff the bags to sell to the kids.  They 
usually make about 300 bags of popcorn.  The 
parents load the popcorn up on carts and station 
themselves around the school to catch all of the 
kids as they leave the building. 
 
Students love popcorn Fridays. Sixth grader 

convenient, and tastes good. Fourth grader 

Fridays better would be for the school to sell 
drinks with the popcorn according to another 
6th grader, Maddie.  She also said they could 
also offer different seasonings to sprinkle on 
the popcorn. 

 
The school usually raises about $75.00 each time they have a popcorn sale. This is a 
lot of money considering the bags only cost 25 cents each.  This money goes into the 
PIE fund which is used to pay for a variety of activities and supplies for the school. 
The main reason for having popcorn Fridays is because it is a social activity where 
kids can have a delicious treat. Popcorn sales are a great way to build community and 
support our school. 
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Press Paws Peeps 
By Riley Noth and Shantine DeMasse  

writers in grades 4-6, meet to challenge 
themselves and have a great time! Cougar 
Run has many advanced and challenging 
programs. One of these programs is the 
Press Paws newspaper group! Even Mrs. 
Moyle, the facilitator of this group, believes 
that the group gives students more 
opportunities to write, and a chance to write 
for a larger audience. This group constructs 
the Cougar Run newspaper, Press Paws, 
every year! They write mostly about events 
that Cougar Run either participates in, or 
may be hosting. They write about exciting 
news that may be happening throughout the school. It can be about future events, or 
could be recapping a community wide event. 
 
  Being part of a newspaper staff would normally be a job for students in 

Paws staff is a great opportunity for students to share their knowledge with the 
Cougar Run community. Fifth grader Kelsey Newman thinks being on the news staff 
is fun and also challenging. She said students have to work on their articles at home 
as well as weekly at school. She also thought that because of the deadlines, getting 
the article done on time and editing their writing could be challenging. Being in this 
group can enhance the knowledge of a student, give them experience, and could even 
offer them the job for a newspaper company in the future! 
 

Room. Each student in this group may be in different grades, so the schedules are all 
different, but all of the groups meet up once a week to work on their articles for half 
an hour.  
  
This group is taught by Mrs. Moyle, the Building Resource teacher. Not only is the 
writing group an advanced group, but it is a great opportunity to learn teamwork 
skills. And Mrs. Moyle is just the right teacher for this.  5th Grader Kelsey Newman 

for the teacher to be familiar with the students whether it be through other school 
groups or outside of school activities. Mrs. Moyle teaches the students everything 
there is to know about writing newspaper articles. She also teaches the group simple 

 
 

This group allows kids to express their ideas and learn new things about writing. It 
allows them to learn about teamwork, communication , collaboration, and 
cooperation. This group opens up a new door for students, and lets their thinking go 
further and grow larger. 
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26.2 Mile Challenge 
By Reese Henning 

Did you take the 26.2 mile challenge? Participating in the 26.2 mile challenge is a 

fundraiser where kids get pledges to run and walk miles around the Cougar Run 
park.  The money raised goes to purchase new technology for the school. 
 
Many people participated in the 26.2 challenge, including parents, students and even 
staff members.  The 26.2 mile challenge was introduced a couple of months before 
the Fun Run.  The goal of the challenge was for participants to run or walk 26.2 
miles before the day of the Fun Run. 
 
The 26.2 mile challenge started out as an assembly where kids were motivated to 
join by professional runners.  They were also promised pedometers to track their 
mles if they signed up.  Right when the kids signed up for it, they got ready to run! 
The kids who signed up the first week, got their pedometers that very first Friday. 
 
READY, SET, RUN! Kids instantly started to run as many miles as they could each 
day! Once kids got home from school each day, they would run, run run! Some kids 
even completed the challenge in the first couple of weeks!  Once participants 
completed the challenge they received a 26.2 mile wristband, gold running pin and 
their picture displayed on the wall for all to see.  They were also entered in a 
drawing for lots of great prizes including brand new running shoes. 
 
Many kids said from interviews that they would definitely do the challenge again 
because of all the fun they had with it! They also said they would do it again because 
they felt pride when they accomplished it! 
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A Blast from the Past 
By Ben Cai, Jack Eberwein, and TK Hammond 

Do you want to sit in front of a textbook all 

past brought to the future? Well, Cougar Run 
4th graders just got this opportunity by 
getting a visit from Veronica Elliott also 
known as the Pioneer Lady.  Veronica Elliott 
founded the company Igniting Imaginations 
which brings field trips to the classroom. Ms. 
Elliott comes every year to the fourth grade 
classrooms to teach them about the life of 
pioneers. Ms. Elliott is very enthusiastic and 
cheerful about what she does. 
 
The 4th grade does this every year right after 

their travels. Ms. Elliott comes out once a year to act out the life of a pioneer which 

Elliott enters different schools, everyone gets prepared for a journey across America 
in the time of 1858. In every school Ms. Elliott goes to, they always want her to 
come back to teach them more. 
 
Ms. Elliott has a great deal of knowledge about pioneer times. This time the 4th 
graders were able to plan a trip from the east coast to the west coast. Just like the 
pioneers, they were able to dry and string beans. The 4th graders were also able to 
see what and how the pioneers packed. 
 

Boomgarden. By letting the boys and girls wear an actual pioneer garment, it made 
them think that they were pioneers. Overall, the kids liked stringing the beans the 
best, since it got them to experience how hard life was during pioneer time. By 
bringing all of these great activities it has made our 4th graders more knowledgeable 
about the life of  pioneers. 
 
Pioneer lady brings fun and education to our 4th graders every year. Ms. Elliott 
brings together education as well as fun in one quick hour. This special event has 
brought fun and great educational opportunities to our 4th graders. This amazing 
event has made the 3rd graders very anxious to go to 4th grade.  With the help of Ms. 
Elliott, 4th grade has become a very fun year. 
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Band and Orchestra are busy! 
By Ann Herlin  

The Elementary Band and Orchestra Program (EBOP) is sure doing a lot! The 
Highlands Ranch High School has been supporting this program to teach students 
from various feeder elementary schools to play marching band and orchestral 
instruments. Students from grades four to six were allowed to sign up at the 
beginning of the year for this program. These students meet at Highlands Ranch 
High school two mornings a week for band or orchestra instruction.  After class, a 
bus takes the students back to their elementary schools. 
 
Both the band and the orchestra have had a busy year. Some important events have 
happened: the middle-of-the-year concert, the end-of-the-year concert, and the 
elementary school tours. 
 
The middle of the year concert was a big success. All four groups- beginning and 
advanced band and orchestra- 
months on perfecting. Each group had a quarter of an hour to display their best 
music. Many people went to watch that amazing concert! 
 

the groups started preparing for yet another event-another concert! It will occured on 
May 7th at 7:00 in the evening, in the Highlands Ranch High School performance 
room. All groups played even more of their best music! 
 
Just one more thing that this great program is planning is the elementary tours. The 
groups are planning to go visit different elementary schools and play for the 
students. A few different schools will be visited, and this will be one of them! 
 
 EBOP is a great way for 
elementary students to get 
introduced to playing an 
instrument.  Students enjoy 
getting together with other 
students in the feeder area to 
play and enjoy music. 
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Cougar Store 
By Reese Henning  

Have you ever been in a Cougar Store drawing? The Cougar Store is one part of 

making good choices and following the three golden rules of being respectful, 

awarded a Cougar Paw sticker from a staff member.  Students save up their paw 
stickers to enter the monthly Cougar Store drawing. 
 
Dr. Malouff runs the Cougar Store drawing. Each month, kids try to earn as many 

hall to pick their prize. 
 

Chinese jump ropes. She loves these because they get kids up, moving, and they are 
fun. 
 
One important thing about the Cougar Store is that our parent group called Partners 

to do this program. P.I.E. supports the funding for the prizes. 
 
Every time Dr. Malouff receives a class bag for the Cougar Store drawing, they are 

loves seeing each name.  The Cougar Store is one part of our PBS program.  We also 
have Cougar Pack, Circle of Pride, and Cougar Paws. 
 
I hope the next time you earn a Cougar Paw, you'll save it for the monthly Cougar 
Store drawing. Remember, there is a chance that you could be one of the five picked! 
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By Sophia Abeyta  

Parents, have you ever had a chance to have a donut with your student at their 

with Dad. This is a fun time when students and their special guest can enjoy a 
yummy donut together. This year, the event was held on the morning of November 

in Educations (P.I.E) organization. It is held in the cafeteria and is tons of fun. 
 
This opportunity is full of joy and is a good time to get our community together. 
This time is also a time for our great dads, grandpas and other special guests to get 
involved in our school. 
 

set up. 
 
Another person I talked to was Megan, who is a fourth grade student at Cougar Run.  

 
 
The students and parents of Cougar Run seem quite happy about Donuts with Dad 

coming soon. 


